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RELEVANCE

According to the literature and our practice, most of the cognitive stimulation based on technological tools are designed for individual, « face to face » use and are a transposition of regular neuropsychological tests and rehabilitation exercises (Tarraga et al. 2006). A different approach is proposed to fulfil the needs for entertainment; such as reminding memories with the help of souvenirs of the patients own life. (Damianakis et al. 2010) could show it was possible, first with the help of a research assistant, then with that of the family or even by personal use, to stimulate remembrance through old souvenirs presented on a digital medium. The difficulty is the high cost in term of manpower to get the relevant information from the family. Other teams have proposed solutions that would limit that preliminary work : using data from the social media (Cosley et al. 2009) and/or wearing a camera to save daily activities (Lee and Key, 2007) et (Sellen et al. 2007). In any case, those tools are based upon individual customization and so limiting the number of patients who could attend a same session. Could use general tools developed for entertainment in nursing-home as a cognitive stimulation alternative?

In a preliminary study we have observed the adoption of the Mémoire-red™ tool by the facilitator and the interaction with and between the residents during a regular entertainment session with cognitively impaired residents in a nursing-home. This session was part of a structured animation program where the residents regularly take part.
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MATERIAL AND METHOD

Mémoire-red™ is developed by a seasoned nursing-home facilitator for entertainment sessions. This interactive software contains varied exercises organized in an empirical difficulty gradation.

The facilitator is commanding the exercises with the remote control of a DVD player. A LCD projector is showing the contents on a large screen. Residents sit in a circle facing the screen, the facilitator stands slightly behind the screen and moves to point images on the screen. The entertainment session takes place from 14h30 to 15h30 in a dedicated room.

The session we observed used the “Visual workshop, level 1 and 2” and the “Quizz workshop” of Mémoire-red™. The participants had to identify and recognise object from the daily life (within cooking and gardening context). In level 1, a first view gave the participant the opportunity to discover the items with the directions of the facilitator (items were pointed and/or named by the participants or the facilitator in case they couldn’t), then, a in second view the items would change places and had to be identified and named again by the participants under supervision by the facilitator. In level 2, there would be a missing item in the second view and it was ask to identify and name it. In the « Quizz », a definition would appear on the screen and one participant would read it in high voice when asked by the facilitator. Then the word answering the definition would be proposed with its syllables in disorder: the participants had to give the right answer to the definition.

Figure 1. Location of participants and devices during an entertainment session.
The participants were already in the entertainment room when the observers arrived. The observers remained silent, standing back from the participants (Figure 1). For method purpose, only the facilitator and the administration of the nursing-home had been contacted in advance. For ethical reasons, no film or audio recording was taken. To be as transparent (both to respect the work of the facilitator/participants and avoid modify the interaction) to the entertainment as possible only two researchers (ethnography and communication) took part in the observations.

**RESULTS**

Five women and one man took part in the session from the start, a sixth woman joined the session later. They were described by the facilitator as “already impaired but with some abilities spared”. According to the observation they would be Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) 2 (moderate) for most of them and CDR 3 (severe) for two of them, Functional Assessment STaging scale span from 5 (which is moderate dementia) to 6b (which is moderately severe dementia). One of the female participants would fall asleep during “Visual workshop” but got more active during the “Quizze”.

The facilitator would manage turn-taking and speaking time. Some residents would rise spontaneously their hand to as to speak. Turn-taking and speaking time would be managed according to the participation level and the remaining capabilities as assessed by the facilitator.

![Figure 2. UML Diagram of actors showing in green the type of interaction for an easily named item and in violet the type of interaction for a little known item.](image-url)
If the answer was known by the participants, a cognitive leader would emerge; the facilitator would then regulate the intervention and foster intervention by the other participants (ex.: on a seeder would not at first be recognised by most participants, then the others would argue what was shown on the screen was not relevant and they would more readily use the name in local language). When the item was not easily named; interactions between the participants would develop with the facilitator’s help. Participants would group or oppose on a proposal, then some would laugh telling stories about past episodes (e.g., with a tractor, an old coffee maker) (Figure 2).

When the session finished the interactions that were built in common (co-construction) with the facilitator during the workshop stopped instantly.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge there is no work in the literature on group cognitive stimulation by a facilitator for nursing home residents with severe cognitive impairment. In a psychosocial impact study of a personal tool based on the life history of the person, administered initially by a research assistant then provided to be used on a weekly basis; authors filmed the interaction between the assistant and the participant. The author observed a potential variability depending whether the tool was used individually or in family; they stated a more detailed study of interactions was required (Damianakis et al. 2010). (Cohene et al. 2005) for another life history based cognitive stimulation tool proposed an ethnographic approach to cope with the communication difficulties faced by late stage Alzheimer’s disease patients. Therefore, they used a case study of a long term care unit patient during weekly one hour activities (bingo, creative and manual activities, choral song and meals). Alike this last study, we are considering a technological device of cognitive stimulation already implemented in a structured activity.

We could observe that participants would display behaviour more alike to a work or an exercising situation than a playful situation. The designer had aimed at a playful activity. We cannot say if this is due to the tool itself or the way it is proposed by the facilitator. We would be interested in observing how the session is prepared and how the participation of the residents is obtained. We wonder about the impact of the cognitive impairment, its stage, and of the social representations (social imperative to maintain ones autonomy, metaphor of the school master) on how the residents perceive the session. It would be interesting to know if the facilitator would change the way she uses the tool with residents without cognitive impairment. Would they find it more playful? We could observe a discrepancy between the expected difficulty and the behaviour of the residents: the “Quizz” seems easier, from observing the participants, than the “Visual workshop”. Would it be due to the way the items are displayed or to the cognitive impairment per se (visual agnosia) (Boudet et al. 2011).

Regarding the lady who woke up during the “Quizz”; would it be due to the related characteristics of both types of exercise or was it due to her circadian rhythms.

The instant stop of the interactions at the end of the session is proving the stimulation effect of Mémoire-red™ used by the facilitator. But it may also be a limit to the tool. A long term study of the effects would be required to see if the communication level between residents would be improved, on average, outside the sessions.
To our knowledge, no study has addressed specially the task of the facilitator in how the interaction with participants developed (Woods et al. 2012). This preliminary case study lends us to study e cognitive stimulation tool for nursing home residents as a global service embracing the role of the facilitator. Many of the questions we asked could find an answer if we could study more likened cases with different facilitators.

**CONCLUSION**

This preliminary study could show that this generic tool used by a facilitator is fostering social participation and interactions between the residents. In this case study, there is an obvious co-construction of the cognitive stimulation between the facilitator, the participants and Mémoire-red™. We would like to confirm those first results and address the issues we raised in other action-research contexts (other facilitators, same facilitator with different levels of difficulty, other groups with different cognitive impairment stages).
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